Introduction
It is well known that if an electron r UChL-J~a ccelerated too quickly it wi.llieave behind ions, since they are too massivr.c to keep 1 up with the electrons.
If the ions are supplying the rinu s 1f- ') focusing L the ring will consequently lose integrity. Thus :~l~re is an upper limit on the magnitude of the radial field, B r , lJelow,.;hich ring stability is maintained and also ion acceleration is a(i:()mpli~:hE-,d.
Often ring self-focusing is predorninalltly :Jupplied by images.
The above-mentioned restriction on r.
L.J r maintaining ring integrity (although still vital foc ion al~celeraLion).
Tllere are even in this case, however, restrictions on B and its r derivatives that must be satisfied in order to have ring axial irltegrity.
These restrictions must be satisfied no matter wLa t trk SOlll"Ce of the self-focusing.
Prior to, and right up to, spilloui the r,ng is suL',iect La an axially varying radial magnetic field, D 'vlhic!l creates nonela:t'Lc r' forces on electron::;. These forces, unless countt::r.icted by adequate large self-focusing forces, will pull the ring f->-part in the axial direction.
Electrons in the ring have a spread ill energy, and hence in equilibrium radii. Thus, because of the radial variation of B , there r is a force tending to tear the ring apart.
In sun@ary, for given ring parameters, there is an upper bound for maintaining ring integrity uI to, and at, spill. 
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Subsequent to spill also, energy spread in the ring combines and dB jer r to tend to pull the ring apart axially. At the same time, the unfavorable sign of dB jez r (just subsequent to spill) also has a defocusing effect. Once again there are limits that must be observed, for given ring parameters, in order to maintain ring integrity.
In this paper we examine a very simple model and obtain rough estimates relating the ring self-focusing,3 Q 2 to . t s ' rlng parame ers, to B, and to the B derivatives. We obtain a critical lower limit, with the aid of the image cylinder--operation is possible with the incoherent tune,~,less than unity. This conclusion is valid for a ring of small minor radius (of the order of 0.5 em or less).
2 Q varies with the ring minor radius, crit so that if the minor radius is 2.0 em (perhaps the situation in the last run, due to resonance crossing) then is excessively large, and ring integrity will be lost during spillout.
The general analysis is presented in Sections 2, 3, and 4 of this paper, with the Appendix supplying details of the postspill analysis. Section 5 is devoted to numerical evaluation for Compressor III. The final section (Section G) contains three general remarks. 
The z motion ("lith azimuthal angle 8 as an independent variable) is governed by the potential function where~"e Z -Z is the amplitude of an elec tron in its mot iot\ abou t e the equilibrium posi tion ze' R is the equilibrium radius l' tlle bccuu, which is related to 
Postspill Analysb
Dynumics of independent electrons is described by ill'" principl( of least action:
with the mechanical momentum measured in units of "magnetic rigidity." [r + r'L.
and primes denote derivatives with respect to 8.
We wLsh to study motion of electrons in the neighborhood of a central--or reference--electron. 
The nonoscillatory term is, to first order,
B
Ring integrity in the z direction (there is no problem in the r direction) requires -10-
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The condition on nya'--14- UCRL-19398 where N is the number of electrons in the rints, r is the classical e e electron radius, y is the ratio of the electron energy to i t~; rl)~> t energy, and f is the fraction of electrical neutralization or th(' ring.
Inserting Eq. (31) into Eqs. (10) and (26), we obtain lower bounds on f:
rrY [a (34) is that ion self-focusing dominates curvature effects.
These last formulas are of interest in that the dependence upon ring parameters is explicit, in particular, the important dependence upon Nand a. However, all this holds only for a strongly ion-self-focused We have carefully retained second-order terms involving Ti' and~I r sincE: they produce antidamping. However, they are negligible; they simply describe the well-known increase in beam major and minor radii during expan::;i.on acceleration--a small effect in the early Exp,'-l..nsicm phase. Dropping these terms, we obtain Eqs. (18) and (19) of the text. 
